The Rescue Helicopter (Story Book)
Synopsis

Children will love playing pilot™ with this magnetic wand book. Follow the rhyming story and manoeuvre the magnetic helicopter through eleven exciting scenes. A fun way to improve hand-eye coordination skills and encourage imaginative play. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Customer Reviews

Since this book is meant for young children, it needs some alterations. The book is a great idea, the wand/magnet is a clever "gimmick" BUT the cardboard wand is too easily bent and broken, thus making the helicopter dependent upon placement by hand. If the wand could be strengthened with something - don’t know what - it would rate a 5. My G-son loved the book, but it didn’t take long before he’d bent the wand beyond use....

This book is so much fun! My helicopter obsessed son loves flying the helicopter around.

Gift

I bought this book for my almost 3 year old son. He picked up how to use the wand and where to
steer the helicopter to in a matter of minutes. The book is well constructed, the pictures are bright, and the story is great. Lots of interactive fun for my son. Also, look for the Submarine book like this one.
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